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The surprising reason why it suddenly makes sense to invest in gold nowThe world is shifting

from a unipolar US-led world order to a bipolar world order where the dominance of the US

dollar as the primary reserve currency has been called into question.There is growing tension

between the US and ChinaWith growing discord between the two superpowers, learn why gold

will once again become an important asset.Reserve Currencies and CurrenciesLearn about

how currencies work generally and how the upcoming changes will affect the value of money

and assets.Digital Ledger AssetsThe world is about to re-evaluate what assets are "safe" and

gold's characteristic of not needing trust or credit to be used as money will prove to be of

crucial importance.Raw MaterialsLearn why energy, hard commodities, precious metals and

food will play a key role in the changing world order.About The AuthorRui Zhi Dong graduated

with a Bachelor of Applied Finance and formerly worked as an equities analyst.
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cg1094888, “Good analysis of "why gold?" given current geopolitics. This book is an excellent

overview of gold, particularly under the context of our current geopolitical situation. Regardless

how you felt about gold before, the US seizing Russia's USD (T-bill) savings changes things

significantly. If your savings could be seized like that, would you want to give the US your

money? This book makes the argument that no, no you wouldn't. The book's thoughts on how

China plays into this are interesting as well - particularly since the author is part Chinese and

understand the economy and culture well.It's also a quick read. No fluff. Recommend.”

sski, “Definitely recommend. Raises awareness about the fragility of our current monetary

system and reminds us of the power of gold in bringing stability either to the system itself or to

one's life.”

The book by Rui Zhi Dong has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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